Nissan sentra se 2006

Despite its age, the Nissan Sentra offers a decent amount of equipment for the money and
there's plenty of fun to be had with the SE-R models. However, newer competitors are vastly
superior when it comes to interior room and overall refinement. When Nissan introduced the
current-generation Sentra in , it hailed it as an inexpensive sedan that broke the mold for
economy cars by offering sporty styling, numerous features and a fun-to-drive character. It may
have sounded like the usual marketing hype back then, but compared to its competition at the
time, it was in fact a more entertaining car to drive than most of the lifeless cars in its category.
Heading into its seventh year of production, the Nissan Sentra is still a solid sedan, but its
competition has improved considerably. It's still one of the fastest economy cars on the market
in SE-R, but it's outclassed by its peers in most other areas. The Sentra's biggest drawback is
its cramped cabin. It's hard to find a comfortable driving position and legroom is almost
nonexistent in the backseat. A decent features list and the solid performance of the SE-R
models still make the Nissan Sentra a viable choice, but most small-car buyers would be better
served by the Civic or Mazda 3. A fully redesigned Sentra is coming for , but until then small-car
shoppers should explore the many other candidates in this class. There are four Nissan Sentra
models available -- 1. The 1. Moving up to the 1. The base SE-R performance model features
larger inch wheels, foglights and a rear spoiler, while the top-line SE-R Spec V gets even larger
inch wheels, sport seats and optional Brembo brakes. There are two engines available on the
front-drive Nissan Sentra. The base 1. The SE-R model uses a larger 2. The Spec V bumps those
figures to and , respectively. A four-speed automatic is standard on the SE-R and optional on
the 1. ABS and front seat-mounted side airbags are optional on all models, except the 1. In
NHTSA testing, the Nissan Sentra earned four stars out of a possible five for driver and
front-passenger protection in frontal impacts. However, only two stars were given for
front-occupant protection in side impacts. The IIHS gave the car an "Acceptable" second
highest score for its performance in the mph frontal offset crash test. The SE-R model adds
serious power that makes the Nissan Sentra one of the fastest cars in its class. The upgraded
suspension on the SE-R and Spec V makes for a bumpier ride on the highway, but enthusiast
drivers will appreciate the improved cornering ability. The dash is laid out in a clean fashion,
making it easy to find and use the controls. Seat comfort is not one of the Sentra's strengths.
The front seats have a short seat-bottom cushion and a limited adjustment range, while the
cramped rear seats put the squeeze on even average-size passengers. Trunk space is listed at
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Sentra lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Noisy ride, uncomfortable front seats, extremely tight legroom in back, some low-grade
interior materials, poor side-impact crash test score. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Find savings on the Sentra for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
The Audio Fanatic package gains a six-disc CD changer this year, and some interior trim has
been revised. The 2. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I bought this car in 07 with 19k
on it. It is fun, and gets decent mileage, and handles really well. My only complaints are: The
rings are weak, and my oil consumption has tripled 73k on it now , and sometimes when
downshifting into 2nd, it pops out of gear. Keeping oil in it is simple, however, and I just hold
the stick in 2nd to prevent the annoyance. Read less. John W. This is my second Sentra; the
other is a standard From experience I know the cars are reliable and strong. I could have gotten
a Mazda 3 for less and the driving experience was similar; but the Sentra has tons more room
and has good cargo room for a small car. Very likely my next car will also be a Nissan. From
what i can tell you as far as owning this car, it is great all around. This car flies like it's no
tomorrow and it will throw your head back into the headrest. Nismo has all kinds of parts for it
as well as other aftermarket companies so you'll be killing most 4- bangers on the road. It also
handles like a dream. In short, if you buy this car, you deffinitely won't be disappointed. In fact,
the day I bought it I got a speeding ticket. I love the car, it's so much fun to drive. Doesn't go too
well in the snow with those little tires but that's okay. Everything else works great and it has
been very reliable. It would be nice to have audio controls on the steering wheel, and would like

to have better gas mileage. Overall the car is excellent. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the
Sentra. Sign Up. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Nissan
Sentra 1. The car has new alternator, almost new battery, brake pad changed few years back,
changed oil regularly. Current Owner has no pet and no smoking car. Car has 2 winter tire and 2
all season tire. Heat a Special Edition 1. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally
for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced
lower than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher
than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options,
warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results 4 4 Nissan
Sentra for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test
Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and
10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,,
Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Sedan 4. Beige 1. Grey 1. Red 1. Silver 1. Must be greater than Min
Kilometres. Automatic 4. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new
listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking
'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 4. Click here to try again. Priority
Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Gold Series. List your car here!
List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Nissan
Sentra inventory from local Nissan dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare
prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Nissan Sentra with
similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View
more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new
vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all
dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! The popular Nissan Sentra receives minor
enhancements for , including an in-dash 6-disc CD changer added to the Audio Fanatic Package
and two new colors â€” Sapphire Blue and Sunburst new for 1. The Sentra continues to use a
standard 1. The Sentra is available in four models â€” the 1. Sporty Design Features The Sentra
exterior is stylish, assertive and self-confident. With an overall length of The Sentra SE-R adds a
rear spoiler and large chrome exhaust tips. The Sentra carries into a sleek low hoodline, high
rear deck, and strong rear fenders, while also preserving its distinct front-to-rear character line.
The 5-passenger Sentra continues to offer a rewarding interior environment with excellent front
and rear head room and leg room combined for a total interior volume of The front interior
features large bucket seats with an 8-way adjustable 4-way on Sentra 1. The seat design
provides an open feeling through use of a large, one-piece cut pattern around the shoulder area
and the raised hip point aids in easier entry and exit. Cloth bucket seats are standard on all
models. Continuing the tradition of sport-inspired interior design, SE-R provides an interior
environment designed for the racer-at-heart. Its ergonomic interior styling combines a modern
appearance with sport-styled seats, steering wheel and gearshift knob. The Sentra SE-R
continues to offer power windows and door locks. The Sentra 1. The instrument panel features a
cluster design with large easy-to-read gauges. For a vehicle in the small car market, the Sentra
is equipped with a substantial amount of storage capacity and storage pockets including a
stylish center-console with lid and a large glove box. Also standard on 1. Powering the Sentra
SE-R is a valve 2. Available SE-R transmissions include a responsive, close-ratio 6-speed
manual transmission standard on SE-R Spec V or a 4-speed electronically controlled automatic
transmission with overdrive standard on SE-R. This mechanical differential is torque sensitive
and provides instantaneous locking for increased traction and performance. All Sentra models
utilize platinum-tipped spark plugs with ,mile tune-up intervals. There are two levels of
suspension tuning available, corresponding with model choices â€” the standard SE-R and the
ultimate, track-oriented SE-R Spec V. Front spring rates increase 15 percent over SE-R and the
rear spring rate increases 16 percent. Braking is provided by large 4-wheel disc brakes â€” the
fronts measure a full 11 inches, larger than many so-called sporting machines. Safety and
Security Again in , all Sentra models feature standard dual front supplemental air bags, 3-point

front and rear seatbelts, front seatbelt limiters and pretentioners, manual height-adjustable
front-seat shoulder belt anchors, the LATCH Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren system
and child safety rear door locks. Along with those standard features, Sentra also offers an
energy-absorbing steering column, front and rear crumple zones, and body side
reinforcements. Sentra 1. The 1. Other available equipment includes side-impact supplemental
air bags and Anti-lock Braking System ABS and power sunroof. The value-driven 1. Sentra SE-R
comes well equipped with several available options, including ABS and front-seat side-impact
supplemental air bags. Packages for the SE-R include the Audio Fanatic Package, featuring the
watt Rockford Fosgate-powered audio system with new in-dash 6-disc changer added for ,
partial fold-down rear seat and Vehicle Security System and Immobilizer; and Power Sunroof
Package, with dual illuminated visor vanity mirrors and sunroof. Highlights of the Nissan Sentra
include: Body. We use cookies to provide you with an innovative and exciting website. Please
allow the use of cookies by clicking the "Accept" button or simply continue browsing. Toggle
Navigation Search Official U. Nissan News Alerts. Select the category below that best describes
your affiliation with Nissan: Select Overview At a Glance Photos [ 10 ]. Save Remove Download
Share. Download 10 Photos. Show All. For more information please view our Cookies
Information. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But
ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep
our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow
our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 40 " Rear head room 37 " Front
shoulder room 53 " Rear shoulder room 53 " Front hip room 52 " Rear hip room 52 " Front leg
room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length Gross weight 3, lbs. Fuel
Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 2, Maximum towing capacity 1, lbs. Drive type front-wheel
Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. Viewing 1. We notice you're using an ad blocker.
Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site.
Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the
option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you
have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned
off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:.
Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Refine your search. Manual 75 Automatic 5.
Sedan Front Gasoline Popular Similar Cars. Se-r Spec V. Refine search. The mechanic said that
the tires in front also need to be balanced. Google Ads. Recent arrival! Well maintained
inspected ready for sale. This car has brembo brakes a dollar option from factory. It has a 6
speed tranny and they run very strong and also are dependable. Interior is clean and it has a lot
of options. Clean auto check and also comes with a power train warranty for no charge.

Questions please don't hesitate to ask! This is a fun car to drive! The engine runs great with
plenty of get up and GO! The 6 speed transmission shifts well and the clutch feels good. The
body is clean and in very good condition. The interior is clean and comfortable. The tires and
brakes are good with plenty of miles left on them. We've tuned it up and changed the oil,
someone else did the exhaust and cold air intake so this car is a little better than stock. Stop in
before this fun little car is in someone else's garage! The nissan sentra is a compelling choice
among compact sedans. It drives like it's worth more than its price and its practical, frugal,
roomy and comfortable. The sentra is a front-wheel drive smaller sedan. For , the nissan sentra
is a carryover from All power equipment is functioning properly. Vehicle is defect free. This
vehicles engine is in perfect working condition. Vehicle has never been smoked in. This vehicle
has a clean exterior. The odometer reflects accurate mileage. This vehicle has a clean shifting
transmission. These tires have about half their life span left. Please call or e-mail to check
availability!!! We also have an auction every saturday that takes place from ampm, with the
vehicle preview beginning at am. Fixer upper!!!! Great mpg: 29 mpg hwy. With approved credit.
Call or see sales for details. This is a very nice car that has been well cared for. Its super clean
inside and out! It is the SE-R package with the 2. Another affordable car just arrived in
inventory!! This sentra is the se-r special v editon which is their top sentra!! This sporty little
ride has a 6 speed manual transmission, tilt steering, cruise control, power windows, power
door locks, power side mirrors, am-fm radio with compact disc player, alloy wheels, power
sliding sunroof, 4 new tires, keyless entry, rear window defroster, rear spoiler, tinted glass and
much more!! This vehicle is priced to sell! Get the best deal. Check out this nissan sentra se-r.
This used car comes with a clean carfax history report. The audio system in this vehicle comes
with mp3 capability. This vehicle has cruise control for extended drives. This is a non-rental
vehicle. Only at hanlees hilltop toyota: auto plaza in the hilltop automall. Manual transmission.
Power windows, locks, and mirrors. Just replaced front brakes and rotors. Also has a new
battery, fuel pump, spark plugs, and wires. Runs and drives great. Selling for a friend that has
owned it the last 8 years. Call or text with questions. This car runs and drives excellent! Interior
and exterior in clean condition! Stop by and take this one on a test drive!! The Sentra is a
front-wheel drive smaller sedan. The paint is peeling pretty bad on the bumpers and it has some
pretty small dents. I just got a new job and I'm driving about a miles a day. Nissans are some of
the most reliable vehicles on the planet. Engine and transmission both run and shift smooth as
silk. This vehicle has years of life left in it. Please call or text John no emails please.. Call, text,
or email me with questions.. Please call Jeremy at with questions or to schedule a test drive.. It
is very fun to drive and is exc
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ellent on gas. This is a 6 speed manual transmission with lots of pep. It would make a great car
for any situation. This is the pre auction price. There are no defects present on this vehicle. This
vehicles exterior is clean. This vehicle was owned by a non-smoker. This vehicles interior is
clean. The transmission shifts smoothly. Hard to find one with 6 speed manual transmission.
Asking obo need gone soon to much cars and i don't need it. Carfax buyback guarantee! Call
and ask for details! Hurry and take advantage now! Power and associates gave the sentra 4.
This great nissan is one of the most sought after used vehicles on the market because it never
lets owners down. This is a good example of a very well maintained and taken care of car. It has
a 6-speed manual transmission. Making car buying fun since Red river chevrolet is a family
owned dealership located in bossier city, la. We have a wide variety of new and used vehicles.
Red river chevrolet. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

